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It is said in Boden's work that transformational creativity
is the highest form of creativity. Whether this claim is true or not can
be discussed, but, in principle, transforming the conceptual space should
lead creativity processes to new areas not covered simply by exploratory
creativity. In this paper Cast is presented, a new automatic storytelling
system which has the ability of transforming this conceptual space by
performing a state space search generating facts beyond the expected
set of valid solutions and modifying the constraints for the generative
process. Why this system can be considered creative is discussed, and
example results from the rst prototype are shown.
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Boden's work considers two types of creativity regarding

abstract location of the entities produced by creative processes):
(exploring or searching the conceptual space) and

or transforming the conceptual space) [1,2]. It is said that transformational creativity is the highest form, that is, for a computer system to be fully creative,
it has to

transform

the conceptual space.

There is not much consensus about these ideas: Bundy, in [3], explains that
Boden's model does not cover all possible creative productions, and Ritchie, in
[4], trying to obtain a clear denition of transformational creativity, concludes
that terms used to explain what it is are still too imprecisely dened to claim
that a process or an artifact has been creative in terms of high level of creativity. However, many researchers in the eld agree that, even without precisely,
empirically knowing the denition of creativity in general and transformational
creativity in particular does not prevent us from building creative systems: those
?
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that

would be deemed as creative if found in humans

(as claimed, for example,

by Wiggins in [5]).
Against this background, and related with Computational Creativity, automatic story generation programs follow a long tradition of creative systems,
like Tale-Spin, MINSTREL or MEXICA[6,7,8]. Typically, these systems are
built with exploratory creativity processes. In order to explore new approaches
to applied Computational Creativity in general and automatic story telling in

Creative Automatic Story Teller ),

particular, a story teller called Cast (

which

tries to modify the conceptual space, is presented. Transformational creativity
processes which are implemented by Cast, although not totally directed, are
heavily inuenced by theoretical models by Sharples ([9]), and also in previous
story telling systems like MEXICA [8], KIIDS [10] and Fabulist [11].
Even considering Boden's account for creativity, nothing guarantees, in all
cases, that the nal quality of the generated stories will be higher than quality obtained by applying just exploratory creativity. Creative systems can be
extremely complex, and we have not dened measurements for aesthetics in
evaluating creative stories. However, expanding the conceptual space by modifying it opens new possibilities for generation, so possibly a new creative object (a
new story, in this case), following rules not previously conceived by the system
creator, could be generated. Cast uses both transformational and exploratory
processes, so it should benet from both approaches. This system does not claim
to create better stories just by applying transformation. The present paper shows
a way of changing the search space which is implemented in Cast, showing that
it is possible to transform the constraints to get new information. Whether this
is what Boden denes as transformational creativity or not is arguable, given
that the denition is far from being precise enough. Cast just tries to show that
transformation is

possible, and useful. We will see, in the next sections, how this

is done and the preliminary results that have been obtained.

2

Previous Work

Storytelling is crucial to understand the way humans perceive the world. The
task of conceiving and composing the story that is to be told is a fundamental
ingredient of storytelling. There are several approaches to automatic storytelling.
The earliest attempt at addressing explicitly issues of creative activity in the
context of storytelling is the development of MINSTREL [7], which tells stories
about King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table . BRUTUS [12] is a
program that writes short stories about betrayal. It has a complex architecture
designed to take into account knowledge about literature, but it addresses very
few of the issues raised around creativity either from the point of view of writing
as a cognitive activity or from the point of view of computation. MEXICA [8]
implements a computer model designed to study the creative process in writing in
terms of the cycle of engagement and reection. MEXICA is a exible tool where
the user can set the value of dierent parameters to constrain the writing process
and explore dierent aspects of story generation. It takes into account emotional

links and tensions between the characters as means for driving and evaluating
ongoing stories. MEXICA is actually built based on Sharples' account of writing
as a cycle of engagement and reection phases. However, not all storytelling or
narrative/linguistic related systems are directly based on the study of creativity.
Works like Fabulist [11], Tale-Spin [6] or Universe [13] in the narrative
eld, or [14] in poetry are some other examples of storytelling which follow
other narrative models.
Wiggins [5] takes up Boden's idea of creativity as search over conceptual
spaces and presents a more detailed theoretical framework that attempts to
clarify the issue of whether creativity can be reduced to good old fashioned
AI search (GOFAI). By specifying formally the dierent elements involved (the
universe of possible concepts, the rules that dene a particular subset of that
universe as a conceptual space, the rules for traversing that conceptual space)
Wiggins points out that the rules for traversing a conceptual space may lead to
elements in the universe but outside the denition of the conceptual space. This
kind of behavior would be considered a design error in an AI system, but one
must keep in mind that his formal framework is intended as a characterization
of the various elements that may be at play in a creative situation.
Sharples [9] presents a description of writing understood as a problem-solving
process where the writer is both a creative thinker and a designer of text. Sharples
proposes a cyclic process moving through two dierent phases: engagement and
reection. During the engagement phase the constraints are taken as given and
the conceptual space dened by them is simply explored, progressively generating
new material. During the reection phase, the generated material is revised and
constraints may be transformed as a result of this revision. Sharples also dene

universe, which is a set
conceptual space, which is the result of
restricting the set of coherent or valid stories. This conceptual space can be
obtained by applying known schemas, or know rules about a given domain (for

two concepts which are relevant for this article: the
containing all possible stories, and the

instance, knowing what is the process for buying a newspaper).

3

Cast: Storytelling Based on Exploration and
Transformation

In this section, Cast is presented. The explanation is divided in three parts: The
rst one explains how the knowledge of the system is represented and managed
(Section 3.1), the second one explains how the exploration is performed and
what can be obtained by plain exploration in the toy domain that has been
created (Section 3.2), and the third one shows how transforming constraints
for the generation can lead the system to new results, not obtainable by just
exploration (Section 3.3).

3.1

Representing Knowledge: Schemas and Facts

Basic knowledge in Cast is dened as a big set of logic predicates, in which
the name of the predicate is a property which links two objects, in the form

chase(policeman, criminal), want(criminal, money). It is also possible to dene
these facts with instantiation of logic variables: Instead of dening each possible
group of

property(object, value), we can dene facts with logic rules. For a very
chase(?x, ?y) ← works(?x, policestation)∧steals(?y, money).

simplistic instance:

Constraints in Cast are stored in pieces of information called

schemas.

Schemas in Cast are sets of rules which dene particular knowledge about something in the domain. For instance, to create a constraint which sets that a policeman can not be a friend of a criminal, we could write a small logic constraint,
as a schema, like

f riend(?x, ?y) ∧ ¬chase(?x, ?y).

3.2

? mark
criminal.

The symbols with a

are logic variables, and can be bound to literals like

policeman

or

Creating the Story by Exploring the Conceptual Space

To explore the conceptual space, Cast performs a state space search in which a
partial story is completed by the addition of new facts during the exploration.
We have a knowledge base

hK, Ci, where K

is the set of logic facts, and

C

the set

of schemas (in the form explained in Section 3.1), and a set with user restrictions
in the form of logic rules for the story generated which we call

I.

Both sets have

to be created by external systems, by hand or by analyzing texts, for instance.

K

In these example they have been created by hand for explanation purposes.

stores a set of logic facts about a toy domain where there is a policeman, a
criminal and a warehouse, and constraints in
world. We also have a partial initial story

s0 ,

C

are basic contraints about the

which is the empty set of facts.

Each new state in the search adds a subset

σK

of

K,

which will contain

ϕ(s, K) which
s, the partial story. There are virtually

several facts. To choose this subset, we have to dene a function
will return the new subset to be added to
innite possible denitions of

ϕ(si , K),

so, for the sake of simplicity, we dene

it as a function which returns a random set of facts from
present in

si .

K

which were not

Obviously, this denition is far from being the best possible one,

but it will serve for our purpose of showing how transformation could improve
the generation of a new story. In Section 4 how choosing a best

ϕ(si , K)

could

improve the story generation is discussed. The system, on each step, will apply
the next operator:

sn+1 = sn ∪ ϕ(sn , K)

(1)

Then the search will start generating dierent partial stories. On each step
(each partial story

si ),

before expanding the children nodes, the system has to

determine if the partial story is
would return that

coherent

as a story. Intuitively, this function

kill(criminal, policeman), eat(policeman, sandwich)

is not

coherent, because (considering these facts to be sequential) a dead man can not

C.
si is valid
with the schema base. For instance, if C = {f riend(?x, ?y) ∧ ¬chase(?x, ?y)},
and si = {chase(policeman, criminal) ∧ f riend(policeman, criminal)}, λ(si )
will return f alse.

eat anything. To dene this function,

λ(si , C)

will return

true

λ(si , C),

we use the set of schemas

if each fact of the set of the partial story

Algorithm 1 Exploratory algorithm for Story Generation

1. s0 = {}
2. while ω(si , I) = ⊥/* while the partial story is not coherent with the user */
(a) repeat sn+1 = sn ∪ ϕ(sn , K) while λ(sn+1 , C) = ⊥/* look for a new fact */
(b) if it has been possible, continue, expand the new state
(c) if there is no possible fact, return failure, discard the fact and continue exploring

(
λ(si , C) =
For each

si ,

⊥ ← ∃c ∈ C | c ∧ si → ⊥
> ← otherwise

(2)

in each state of the search, we have another function which

decides whether the new partial story

si

is valid as a story as the user wants it

to be, that is, what kind of story the user wants. If it is valid, then it is returned
as a solution. This function must be controlled by the user requirements, as the
constraints set for the story, what we call

I.

The function is called

ω(si , I)

. For

instance, to set that the story should be about a policeman which captures a
criminal. Formally, it could be expressed as a set of facts which have to be true
in the story, the denition is the next one:

(
ω(si , I) =

> ← I ⊂ si
⊥ ← otherwise

(3)

All this description of the exploration process just denes a generative search
where we check the validity of the partial story with two functions: One of them
is dened in the knowledge base, and the other one is dened by the user.
Obviously, with this description, we can generate a story which will be a subset
of

K.
The algorithm, then, could follow a simple state space search. Algorithm 1

gives a global idea of how the process is performed.
So, having dened

ω(si , I),

hK, Ci

and

I

and the functions

ϕ(si , K), λ(si , C)

and

we could obtain this story about a criminal who steals something, and

a policeman chasing him (we assume that the order of the facts is the sequence
of them in time, rst the left column from top to bottom, and next the right
one):

getin(criminal, bank)
shoot(criminal, police)
catch(criminal, money)
shoot(police, criminal)
go(criminal, warehouse) kill(policeman, criminal)
chase(policeman, criminal) f eel(policeman, good)
This story is simple, but coherent. However, nothing special has been performed to create it, and it is not creative. It is just a set of valid facts together,
and all the information needed for this story to be created has been set by the

designed of the system and the functions. Although dening the previous functions in a dierent, more sophisticated way, could create better stories (in the
sense of more complex, or more detailed), the process would not be creative
(although the functions could be computed with creative processes).

3.3

Creating the Story by Transforming the Constraints in the
Conceptual Space

In the previous section we have seen that exploring the conceptual space can
lead to coherent results, but the quality is limited. Of course, there are better
ways of exploring the conceptual space. What we present in this section is how
it is possible to adapt the state space search for it to be able to modify the
constraints of the

λ(si , C)

function.

We have seen that for each modication of the partial story, a set of new
facts is chosen, and then, if the facts are

coherent,

a new partial story is gen-

erated, and then the search for a valid story continues. Cast creates many
non-coherent partial stories, and, just by exploratory processes, they are simply
discarded. These non-coherent facts

break

the conceptual space, but that does

not necessarily mean that they lead to a non-valid story.
Thus, a new option arises for the process: Adapting the set of constraints to
let the conceptual space grow, and in this way letting the system create a set of
stories, which is dierent that the set which plain exploratory methods like the
previously explained one can create.
In order to make this ideas possible in Cast, the previous algorithm has to

C set will change during the generation process. Then, we have
λ(si , C) : hset, seti → boolean function, with:

be modied: The
to replace the

λ0 (si , Ci ) : hset, seti → hboolean, seti
true if the
si (the new partial story) can be made coherent, and a new set of constraints,

which receives the state from the state space search, and returns
new

which is a transformation of the previous one. Of course, the transformation of
the constraint rules could be done even if the new state is coherent, but the
process would be the same.
The denition of a new

λ0 function involves creating a model of how transvers-

ing the constraints creates acceptable stories. While creating such a model and
precisely dening what an acceptable story is, are beyond the scope of this
paper, it is interesting to give some ideas which could be useful for discussion
(Section 3.3).
We could dene

λ0

as a function which just considers a percentage of not-

valid facts (as dened in Section 3.2) as valid ones, using a random function.
For instance, if we allow to add

10%

of non-valid facts. This is semantically

equivalent to the next expression (j is the state which follows the state

(
⊥, Ci ← (∃c ∈ C | c ∧ si → ⊥) ∧ random(0..1) > param
λ0 (sj , Cj ) =
>, Ci ← otherwise

i):

(4)

This approach can be considered as noise in the system, and can lead to
unexpected results. Some of the can be considered coherent, and somehow original. At least, not possible by plain exploration. In this story (chosen in a set
of generated stories with these process, many of them not coherent), a corrupt
policeman betrays a criminal:

getin(criminal, bank)
getin(policeman, car)
catch(criminal, money) go(policeman, warehouse)
f riend(criminal, policeman) go(criminal, warehouse)
getin(criminal, car)
kill(policeman, criminal)
And some others make no sense at all. Again, discussion about if this partial
randomness in the system can be considered artistic or surrealist is not the
purpose of this paper.
Other option is to try to apply

meta-rules.

We call

meta-rules

those rules

which apply to constraints and modify them. Currently, there is no standard
way of creating them, nor a global description of how they are dened. They
have been designed by hand, and the authors are aware they are not necessarily
the best ones. However, it can be interesting to show a high level example of
them.
Let us suppose we have the domain which outputs the story in Section 3.2.
In a particular state


si =
and

Ci

i,

getin(criminal, bank)
catch(criminal, money)
go(criminal, warehouse) chase(policeman, criminal)

is still the same set than

C0



(the initial constraints set). Then, the ex-

f riend(policeman, criminal). As we have
the restriction f riend(?x, ?y)∧¬chase(?x, ?y), the new fact would be considered
ploration operators create a new fact:

as not coherent. However, we apply the next meta-rule:
If there is some restriction about a fact, and the schema forbidding
the inclusion of that fact is related with no more than one fact in the
partial story, that schema can be removed.
Then, the

*

λ0 (si , Ci )

function returns:


getin(criminal, bank)
catch(criminal, money)  +
go(criminal, warehouse) chase(policeman, criminal)
sj =

,
f riend(policeman, criminal)
Cj = Ci − {f riend(?x, ?y) ∧ ¬chase(?x, ?y)}

Then,




shoot(policeman, criminal) is going to be added, but it is not coherent

because there is a constraint against this inclusion:shoot(?x, ?y)∧chase(?x, ?y)∧

¬f riend(?x, ?y).

The system can not nd a meta-rule for modifying that con-

straint, so the new fact can not be added.
Finally, following the process, this is the story that has been obtained. It is
coherent, and it was not possible to obtain it just by exploration:

getin(criminal, bank)
f riend(policeman, criminal)
catch(criminal, money) shoot(criminal, policeman)
go(criminal, warehouse)
kill(criminal, policeman)
chase(policeman, criminal) go(criminal, warehouse)
Meta-rules applied in Cast are useful for the examples and domains we are
working on, but they can lead to incorrect stories (not coherent ones), if the
denition of the meta-rules does not cover all necessary cases. These necessary
cases are dependent on the domain, obviously: Sets of meta-rules covering adaptations for a given domain are useful only inside that domain. As it has been
shown in the example, the rules are absolutely

ad hoc,

and further research is

necessary to dene them in a better way. This toy domain has been designed
for exemplifying how the system works. It is possible, of course, to create more
complex ones. There are many more possible denitions for

λ0 .

The only pur-

pose of explaining these results is to show that transformation is possible, and
there are many possible ways for doing it. A generative system following these
ideas can not forget the importance of the exploration (which have been done
randomly in this article), because the results from exploration are the basis for
transformation in a system like Cast. Next section discusses the main benets,
drawbacks and characteristics of this approach.

4

Discussion

Cast is intended to focus on transformation of constraint rules, and some possible approaches have been shown. The main question to ask is if Cast is a transformational creativity application. By trying to apply ideas present by Ritchie
in [4] we can nd three sets of generated objects (stories in this paper) about

conceptual space, which would be in this case all typical
possible items, or the full
set of all possible stories; and all items in the medium, which contains all possible
what is generated: The

items, or stories following very obvious schemas; the

elements written with characters (if we consider the medium to be written text
on paper, or on the computer screen).

universe (every possible object generated),
schemas. They both create the conceptual space. Although both
denitions for the conceptual space is not exactly equivalent, we can, for this
discussion, relax the exact meanings, considering it to be the expected stories. It
Following Sharples [9] we have the

and a set of

is dicult to dene what expected means in this context, and for this discussion
we assume an intuitive denition for it: stories which follow a very classical or
typical plot, or character behavior.
We have seen, in Section 3.3, two examples of stories which could not be
generated by the exploratory process in Section 3.2. However, it can be argued
that this is a problem of the exploration algorithm, which is extremely simple.
Of course it is, but it could be replaced with a more complex one and, in principle, the transformation processes could be applied. The point, then, is whether
transformation in general, and the presented approaches as instances for it, are

useful, and really creative. Following the descriptions of what the

space

conceptual

can be, it is changing. Bypassing the rules or modifying schemas really

modify what can be generated, so the set of possible stories for the system is
dierent. From this point of view, the system can be considered creative.
Relative to other systems, MINSTREL [7] also performs adaptation from
knowledge present in a database. However, in MINSTREL, a TRAM is selected,
and applied to a given narrative problem. Then, the narrative problem is mapped
into the TRAM, and, applying it as a solution, it is mapped-back into the
problem domain. Cast's transformations do not work in this way: Instead, Cast
is able to apply any modication, not necessarily one related with a similar
schema. Obviously, this approach can obtain a bigger set of new information,
but can also produce bad results because it does not have any restriction beyond
testing the validity, and the test functions are still not fully developed.
It is important to compare Sharples account for writing with Cast. In MEX-

ICA Sharples' model directs the main algorithm. The main idea is that creative
writing is produced by alternation of two processes:

engagement

and

reection,

as explained in Section 2. Cast is not fully directed by Sharples' ideas, but it
performs a sort of engagement and reection process. The exploration generates knowledge without limits, and the transformation step checks for validity
and adapts the constraints, accepts the new information or discards the content.
Then, the exploration stage can be considered to be engagement, and it can be
argued that checking the coherence and adapting the constraints set is a kind of
reection. However, this is not totally true, because in the checking stage, the
information can be totally discarded, which does not literally follow Sharples'
model.
Are meta-rules more useful than dening better constraint rules? It is more
dicult, in general, to dene meta-rules than dening constraint rules. On the
other hand, constraints rules are domain dependent and meta-rules are not (if
they are well dened, of course). The size of the set of valid stories that can be
generated (which can be considered a measurement for the quality of the system)
depends both on the constraint rules and on the meta-rules. It can be concluded,
then, that meta-rules, covering general knowledge about how to transform, are
useful for the system as itself, only if it is possible to create valid ones (general for
many domains, applicable for every one of them). If this is true, the constraints
database can be really domain dependent, and would not have to store general
content. It is necessary further research and discussion to claim a formal, well
demonstrated conclusion.
This paper's proposal is about trying a new option for this objective: Transforming story generation rules. It does not substitute the exploratory methods,
(in fact, it depends on them), it just allow for a new, additive option. Although
it is dicult to create meta-rules for this to allow a storytelling system create

exceptional

stories, it gives a new option. Even if, for a single generated story, it

creates a new single, useful schema, the transformation can be worth the extra
processing.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

Cast, a new storytelling system based on exploration and transformation has
been presented and some results of the system are shown on the paper. The
results of an example story is also explained in the paper, and the relation with
transformational creativity is discussed.
Although this paper is focused on transformation of the rules, exploration can
not be left as an unimportant matter. Choosing appropriate content for adding to
the story can make the transformation more powerful, because probably it would
not have to take into account completely meaningless additions. Next versions
of Cast will be focused on better exploration approaches and, of course, a more
deep study about transformation options.
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